
“Wealth is not an absolute. It is relative to desire. Every time we yearn for something we cannot afford, 

we grow poorer, whatever our resources. And every time we feel satisfied with what we have, we can 

be counted as rich, however little we may actually possess.” 

Alain de Botton: Status Anxiety (2004) Hamish Hamilton, p. 62 

 

Sola pecunia regnat – only money rules, goes the old Roman proverb, but how true is it? Maybe it can 

rule over the heart and minds of men, but can it spark the same joy we get from simple and small things 

in life that we learn to appreciate over the time, or does it become burden to hold onto such wealth that 

once brought us such immense happiness? 

Even before cunning Lycians invented coins to organize trade with introduction of monetary value, 

humans had various ways to decide what value to attribute to different materials and comodities. In 

ancient Egypt bread and beer were used as means to pay salaries and measure wealth, and for much of 

the antiquity even with use of precious metals, most of the time trade would be based on price of such 

simple and common items, but what made us change and create this new medium that would 

determine ones wealth and value? 

Beside making the whole trading process easier with the introduction of coins made out of precious 

metals it had brought status to its owner. No longer would power stay with centralized government 

controling granaries, thus main source of food and other comodities used for bargain and basic needs. 

Now it would be with one with heaviest purse, able to buy lands and loyalty. 

 Life wasn’t so simple anymore, from this point on it would be a race to accumulate more and more 

wealth to make us happy and content with our lives, often forgeting to focus on ourselves, rather we 

would spend more and more on things like expensive fashionable clothes and cars to show off our 

status and wealth. Yet can you buy friends and family like that? In this materialistic society you could, as 

you could do that even thousands years ago, with  brides for sales and political marriages, still that 

rarely brought true happiness if it did ever. 

But how disasterous could this chase after wealth be? First emperor of China, Qin Shi Huangdi had 

everything he wanted, being richest man in the country he was feared and ruled one of the most 

formidable empires at the time, yet one thing eluded him, imortality. He tried everything to extend his 

life to the length of those of kings from the legends, but his excessive spendings on dubious medicine 

only brought him to ruin. Near the end of his life he became completely mad after consuming mercury 

for years in his potions and ironically enough, brought himself ever so closer to death instead of 

increasing his health, even a man once so powerful and feared couldn’t extend his time on Earth with all 

of his enourmous wealth. 



Then again China had gone one step further from the now traditional of ways of trade with coinage, by 

introducing paper money. Qin Shi maybe couldn’t get his imortality, but his imperial legacy lived on 

through the centuries in China. Word of the emperor was so powerful that now simple paper leaflet 

approved by him could hold monetary value, replacing old system based on value of various precious 

materials that were once used for minting, now value of money was based on the power and authority 

of the state. 

 As much as we can get ourselves dependant on material wealth, we are the ones in the first place that 

give value to earthly posessions in the first place and trap ourselves in the vicious cycle of consumerism. 

When Alexander the Great came to visit Diogenes of Sinope and offered to do any favor for such a 

renowned philosopher, Diogenes simple asked him to move from where he was standing since he was 

blocking sunlight. While Alexander nearly conquered the whole known world, he also got conquered by 

the world he lived in, imposing his authority on others through military power and of course coinage as 

any other ruler did, repeating the same process any other independent ruler did no matter the size of 

his domain. Yet he bowed down to Diogenes, a man that was truly independent from the norms of 

society, having no wealth, but fully controling his own life, not being restrained by petty powerplay of 

humans, trying to increase ones status to impress others and gain more power and wealth, he broke out 

of the cycle and earned his reputation by his modesty. 

Still could we say that he achieved true happiness? Something akin to Buddha’s nirvana, detaching 

himself from earthly desires? Even if this was the case society could never function if we were not the 

slaves of our own desires, no matter if it is material wealth or the status we get over the time. Only few 

of us can truly break this cycle of power and live outside of it, but to most of humans it would be 

incomprehensible to live in such poverty and stay happy. 

Desire is an absolute and driving power behind us, and our desire for wealth and power will never be 

quenched, even if wealth isn’t absolute, our society’s desire for it is absolute, thus only money rules the 

world, slowly becoming burden to us to maintain such order, just as we are burden to Earth and each 

other with our infinite greed that is part of our selfdestructive nature. 


